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What’s Inclusive Design? 
At Microsoft, we believe inclusivity is at the core of enabling people and organizations to achieve more. And within that, inclusive design 

is an important pillar to help ensure the products and services we create are researched, designed and constructed in the right ways. 

Here are the tenets of inclusive design at Microsoft and how they’ve mattered for the Xbox Adaptive Controller: 

 

Recognize exclusion – We have optimized our traditional game controller over many iterations around a primary use case that has 

many assumptions. It assumes you have two hands to hold it, fine motor control to hit the small buttons, reach to be able to hit our 

triggers, and the endurance to hold it for a play session. We recognize that when you can’t use our controller as it was designed - it is 

the barrier.  

 

Learn from diversity – We have engaged across the gaming accessibility community to shape the design of the device. We have 

worked with charities like The AbleGamers Charity, Special Effect, Warfighter Engaged, Craig Hospital, and the Cerebral Palsy 

Foundation from the very beginning. They have given us insight not only into the functionality of the device and what it enables, but 

how the form of the device reflects on the user. We designed this device to be part of the Xbox One family of devices so that we don’t 

unintentionally other someone who uses it.  

 

Solve for one, extend to many – We designed this controller to enable people with limited mobility to design their own controller 

experience. It is a build you own controller device. We believe this extensibility will empower the maker community beyond those who 

work with gamers with disabilities. When we announce the product though we will be keeping the messaging tight around empowering 

gamers with disabilities. 

 

What’s the data on accessibility needs? 
• 1 billion people (15%) of the world’s population, experience some form of disability. (World Bank 2018) 

• 56.7 million people – 19% of the U.S. population – have a disability. (U.S. Census Bureau Report 2012) 

• Of the U.S. population with disabilities, over half (51.1%) were people in the working ages of 18-64, while 41.2% were 65 and 

older. Disability in children and youth accounted for only 7.2% (ages 5-17) and 0.4% (under 5 years old). (Disability Statistics 

Annual Report 2015)  

• All disability types (hearing, vision, cognitive, ambulatory, self-care, and independent living) have increases in disability 

percentages with age; cognitive disabilities show the least change between age groups. (Disability Statistics Annual Report 

2016) 

• Today, only one in 10 people in need have access to assistive products. (World Health Organization 2016) 

 

Data specific to physical mobility 
• 14,000-15,000 Americans have Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) or Lou Gehrig’s disease. Also called motor neuron disease 

(MND) outside of the United States. (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2016) 

• 2 million people live with limb loss in the United States. (Amputee Coalition 2008) 

• Among those living with limb loss, the main causes are vascular disease (54%) – including diabetes and peripheral arterial 

disease – trauma (45%) and cancer (less than 2%) (Amputee Coalition 2008) 

• 2.2 million people in the United States depend on a wheelchair for day-to-day tasks and mobility. (U.S. Department of Health 

and Human Services, NICHD 2016) 

• 6.5 million people use a cane, a walker, or crutches to assist with their mobility. (U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services, NICHD 2016) 
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The concept of ‘Gaming for Everyone’ (G4E) at Microsoft 
• Gaming for everyone is our commitment to making Xbox a place where everyone has fun. It’s not a campaign slogan or a 

single initiative; it’s our ongoing focus to bringing intentional, inclusive practices and thinking to everything we do at Xbox. 

 

• Gamers are at the center of everything we do at Xbox, and our fans are a diverse audience with varying interests, gaming 

preferences and needs. Gaming for everyone is about respect – for the gamer, the medium, and the industry – and touches 

every single person on our team.  

 

• Gaming for everyone is not about making sure every game we make is fun for every person.  Rather, it’s about delivering a 

wide range of experiences, so everyone can find their own type of fun.  We’re committed to providing meaningful opportunities 

for each gamer to choose and customize their personal Xbox gaming experience.  

 

What is the Inclusive Tech Lab? 
The Inclusive Tech Lab was created as a place to build empathy among Microsoft employees and external groups for the challenges 

gamers with disabilities face making it difficult for them to play, and the solutions available to help reduce those barriers. We use the 

Lab as an “embassy” on campus to host subject matter experts, accessibility advocates and organizations like SpecialEffect and The 

AbleGamers Charity as well as members of the disability community to ensure that we are making the right investments to best serve 

our gamers. Ultimately, the Inclusive Tech Lab is a vehicle to demonstrate our commitment to our Gaming for Everyone mission of 

making Xbox a place where everyone has fun and inspiring members of Team Xbox to intentionally include gamers with disability in the 

products we create. 

 

What are some of the accessibility innovations Team Xbox has introduced?  
Xbox has introduced a variety of new and updated accessibility features - Copilot, Magnifier, Narrator, and vibration enhancement - that 

help gamers create, compete, connect and have fun in their own way:   

 

• Copilot: Our Copilot feature allows two controllers to act as if they were one, making Xbox gaming more inviting and easier for 

gamers who need unique configurations to play – whether that is with hands apart, hand and chin, hand and foot, etc. It’s also 

great for parents who want to bond with their kids who feel intimidated by gaming, teach a child or younger sibling how to 

play more difficult games or even change the single player experience into a co-op experience. The feature works by taking the 

input from two individual controllers and merging it into one. Gamers can use both controllers simultaneously to control a 

single character in game.  

 

• Game Chat Transcription: Game developers can now choose to overlay windows on the screen that allow speech-to-text and 

text-to-speech capabilities, offering gamers a new way to communicate during multiplayer sessions. These are great options 

for gamers with hearing or speech challenges who want the most out of their multiplayer experiences and they foster a more 

accessible and inclusive gaming experience. Initially piloted in “Halo Wars 2,” more games will be adding this functionality in 

the future. 

 

• Text Chat in Parties: Chat has been expanded to include text chatting. In addition to voice chat, users may now text chat via 

Party Chat giving users expanded options for communication on Xbox LIVE.   

 

• Voice Navigation and Control: One of the features of Xbox One is the ability to control and interact with your Xbox One by 

using voice commands, including powering on and off your Xbox One, signing into Xbox Live and navigating the Home 

menu.   

 

• Narrator: Our Narrarator feature is a screen reader that reads text, buttons, and other elements from the console aloud. You 

can enable it from Settings on your Xbox One console, from your controller, and from a keyboard.  

 

• Panning Audio: The system sounds on Home and in the Guide have been completely revamped to support spatial audio, so the 

audio cues from your surround sound system will match the actions you see on-screen. 
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• High Contrast: High contrast helps you distinguish between items and text on your screen. This is a console-wide setting which 

can be enabled from the Ease of access settings.  

 

• Magnifier: We’re making updates to the magnifier that will let Xbox One players continue to play their games while Magnifier 

mode is enabled and their screen is in a zoomed in state.  

 

• Voiced Out Game: Xbox One supports games that are developed with a voice controlled user interface.  

 

• Dolby Atmos/Windows Sonic Spatial Sound: By using Windows Sonic or Dolby Atmos spatial sound, you’ll hear your games in 

a whole new way. Spatial sound is an enhanced audio experience where sounds can flow around, above, and below you in a 

three-dimensional virtual space that simulates a more realistic environment. Spatial sound provides an immersive atmosphere 

that traditional channel-based surround sound formats cannot replicate.  

 

• Mono Audio: Xbox One supports both stereo audio and mono audio, allowing users to switch to mono output to combine all 

audio channels into one, so all speakers output the same audio.   

 

• Closed Captioning: Closed captioning is available when you watch supported DVDs, Blu-ray Discs, and many on-demand video 

services. It’s easy to modify closed captioning settings. For example, you can turn the closed captioning option on or off and 

customize the way captions appear. It is also available in Mixer live streams. 

 

• Controller Configurations: Our new controller vibration configuration update gives players more flexibility with controller 

settings at the platform level—such as, the ability to turn off vibration or button mapping for all standard Xbox controllers, 

something that was previously reserved for Xbox Elite Wireless Controllers. Additionally, games like “Gears of War” created new 

controller mapping that moved the trigger inputs to the face buttons so they are easier to reach and press. 

 

• Shared Controller in Mixer: With Share Controller, Mixer streamers on an Xbox One will now have the option of sharing their 

controller with a viewer directly via Mixer.com. The viewer will have the ability to use any Xbox button (minus the Guide 

button), either online or by plugging in a controller to their PC. 

 

• Family Timer: Family Timer to limit the amount of time your family can use your console on a daily or weekly basis. Family 

members can see how much time remains by pressing the Guide button on the Xbox controller. When the time expires, the 

console shuts down and can't be used again until the Family Timer automatically resets the next day or week. 

 

• Games with Accessibility Features: Microsoft Studios continually works to provide more customization and choice for how our 

games can be played. For example, “Forza Motorsport 7” is the most customizable Forza game yet with driving assists like 

braking assists and traction control, to a virtual racing line that shows you the quickest path around a circuit, to our color-blind 

friendly racing line, to new assists like our new Friction Assist option which prevents players who go off track from getting 

stuck in sand or grass. Additionally, “Gears of War 4” added a mode for players who have difficulty distinguishing between 

colors.  
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